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Abstract

Learning to classify video data from classes not in-
cluded in the training data, i.e. video-based zero-shot
learning, is challenging. We conjecture that the natural
alignment between the audio and visual modalities in video
data provides a rich training signal for learning discrim-
inative multi-modal representations. Focusing on the rel-
atively underexplored task of audio-visual zero-shot learn-
ing, we propose to learn multi-modal representations from
audio-visual data using cross-modal attention and exploit
textual label embeddings for transferring knowledge from
seen classes to unseen classes. Taking this one step fur-
ther, in our generalised audio-visual zero-shot learning set-
ting, we include all the training classes in the test-time
search space which act as distractors and increase the dif-
ficulty while making the setting more realistic. Due to the
lack of a unified benchmark in this domain, we introduce a
(generalised) zero-shot learning benchmark on three audio-
visual datasets of varying sizes and difficulty, VGGSound,
UCF, and ActivityNet, ensuring that the unseen test classes
do not appear in the dataset used for supervised training
of the backbone deep models. Comparing multiple rele-
vant and recent methods, we demonstrate that our proposed
AVCA model achieves state-of-the-art performance on all
three datasets. Code and data are available at https:
//github.com/ExplainableML/AVCA-GZSL.

1. Introduction
Most zero-shot learning (ZSL) methods developed for

image classification [5, 6, 60, 61, 72, 82] and action recog-
nition [12, 13, 31, 84] only use unimodal input, e.g. images.
However, humans leverage multi-modal sensory inputs in
their everyday activities. Imagine the situation in which the
sound of a dog barking is audible but the dog is visually oc-
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Figure 1. Our audio-visual (generalised) ZSL framework aligns
an audio-visual embedding with the corresponding textual label
embedding via cross-modal attention. It can classify videos from
previously unseen classes (e.g. elephant trumpeting) by predict-
ing the class (red) whose textual label embedding (purple cross) is
closest to the audio-visual embedding (blue star).

cluded. In this case, we cannot understand the scene when
relying on visual information alone. Using multiple modal-
ities, such as vision and sound, allows to gather context
and capture complementary information. Similarly, using
both visual and audio information allows for a richer train-
ing signal for learning frameworks. This paper investigates
the challenging task of (generalised) ZSL with multi-modal
audio-visual data by leveraging the natural alignment of au-
dio and visual information in videos.

Recently, [42, 54] have explored the task of zero-shot
video recognition using multi-modal visual and audio infor-
mation as inputs. However, the AudioSetZSL dataset [54]
used for this, contains an overlap between the classes used
for validation and testing. This results in learning stronger
representations for classes overlapping with the training and
validation sets (which covers all the classes in this dataset)
and hinders the model’s capability to learn sufficiently gen-
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eralisable representations that allow information transfer. In
real-world applications, such models perform well on seen
classes, but poorly on previously truly unseen classes. In
this work, we propose three benchmarks of varying size and
difficulty curated from the VGGSound [18], UCF101 [62],
and ActivityNet [25] datasets that could act as a unified and
challenging playground for Generalised ZSL (GZSL) and
ZSL research in the audio-visual domain. We suggest us-
ing audio and visual features extracted using SeLaVi [9]
pretrained using self-supervision. Throughout this work,
we use features that were obtained from training in a self-
supervised fashion to reduce the information leakage from
supervised pre-training to the zero-shot task which has been
identified as a problem in other ZSL benchmarks [13].

We tackle the audio-visual generalised zero-shot learn-
ing task with our Audio-Visual Cross-Attention (AVCA)
framework which is trained to align a rich learnt audio-
visual representation with textual label embeddings. Our
multi-stream architecture contains an audio and a visual
branch which exchange information using cross-attention
between the two modalities. AVCA is computationally
lightweight and efficient since it uses audio and visual
features extracted from pretrained networks as inputs in-
stead of raw audio and image data. Our proposed frame-
work is trained using multiple novel loss functions that are
based on triplet losses and a regularisation loss that ensures
that salient unimodal information is preserved in the learnt
multi-modal representations. Our experiments show that
AVCA achieves state-of-the-art performance on the three
introduced benchmark datasets. We show that using multi-
modal input data leads to stronger (G)ZSL performance
than using unimodal data.

To summarise, our contributions are as follows: (1) We
introduce three novel benchmarks for audio-visual (gen-
eralised) zero-shot learning curated from the VGGSound,
UCF101, and ActivityNet datasets; (2) We propose AVCA,
a cross-modal model for audio-visual (G)ZSL which lever-
ages cross-modal attention between audio and visual in-
formation; (3) We show that AVCA yields state-of-the-art
performance on all proposed audio-visual (G)ZSL bench-
marks, outperforming the state-of-the-art unimodal and
multi-modal zero-shot learning methods. Furthermore, we
provide a qualitative analysis of the learnt multi-modal em-
bedding space, demonstrating well-separated clustering for
both seen and unseen classes.

2. Related Work
We review audio-visual learning, ZSL with image, video

and audio data, and audio-visual ZSL.
Audio-visual learning. Audio-visual learning has enabled
tremendous progress for numerous applications, such as
for separating and localising sounds in videos [1, 4, 8, 17,
28, 51, 58, 67, 68, 81, 86, 87, 89], audio-visual synchronisa-

tion [16, 22, 24, 36], person-clustering in videos [14], (vi-
sual) speech and speaker recognition [2, 3, 46], spotting of
spoken keywords [45, 57], audio synthesis using visual in-
formation [27,29,39,40,49,64,65,88], and audio-driven im-
age synthesis [34, 74]. Additionally, the natural alignment
between audio and visual data in videos has been leveraged
to learn powerful audio-visual representations for video or
audio classification [7,9,10,19,20,41,47,52,53,55,78]. In
contrast to those methods, we consider the ZSL setting for
classification.
ZSL with images, videos and audio. Recently, numer-
ous image-based generative ZSL methods have been pro-
posed [50, 61, 72, 76, 77, 90, 92]. Their drawback is that
the unseen classes need to be known a priori. In contrast,
non-generative methods [5, 6, 26, 38, 60, 75, 82, 83] learn
a mapping from input features to semantics of the classes
(e.g. textual class label embeddings). Our AVCA model
also learns to map its inputs to textual embeddings, but it
leverages cross-attention between the audio and visual in-
put modalities rather than using only visual inputs.

Video-based ZSL has been addressed by multiple re-
cent works [12, 13, 30, 31, 59, 73, 84]. Using features ex-
tracted from pretrained networks results in computation-
ally more feasible frameworks [12, 31, 73] than training
end-to-end [13]. Our model also takes pre-extracted au-
dio and visual features as inputs, resulting in a computa-
tionally efficient framework. In order to consider a pure
ZSL setting when using pre-extracted features, the over-
lap between classes used for supervised pre-training of
the feature extractors and unseen classes has to be re-
moved [13, 30, 59]. This was not done in some of the pre-
vious works (e.g. [12, 31, 73, 91]). In contrast, we propose
three benchmarks for audio-visual (G)ZSL on multi-modal
audio-visual video datasets with no overlap between classes
used for supervised pre-training and unseen classes.

Methods for zero-shot audio classification [79, 80] also
used textual sound class embeddings (e.g. word2vec [43],
BERT [23], or GloVe [56]) or descriptions. [21] investigate
zero-shot music classification and tagging with word2vec
embeddings and human-labeled attribute information (e.g.
the presence or absence of musical instruments). For our
AVCA model, we do not use any attribute information, but
instead leverage the semantic alignment between audio and
visual information in addition to textual label embeddings.
Audio-visual ZSL. Recently, [42,54] proposed frameworks
that consider the task of GZSL from audio-visual data.
AVGZSLNet [42] uses late fusion on the AudioSetZSL
dataset [54] to combine information from the two modali-
ties. Instead, and also different to other audio-visual frame-
works [66, 85] that use a simple dot-product operation for
cross-attention, we use a transformer-based cross-attention
mechanism. This allows for early and efficient sharing of
multi-modal information, which is further encouraged by
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Figure 2. Our Audio-Visual Cross Attention (AVCA) model takes visual and audio features as inputs. A cross-attention block allows the
sharing of information across modalities. The outputs of the two model branches are trained to be aligned with their corresponding textual
label embedding using losses illustrated on the right-hand side. Negative samples for the contrastive loss functions are obtained using
visual and audio inputs from different videos which do not share semantic information. We only show losses that involve the audio branch,
those for the visual branch are similar. At test time, the class prediction is obtained by determining the class for which θw is closest to θv .

our proposed loss functions. Furthermore, the AudioSet-
ZSL dataset [54] does not include a validation split with
unseen validation classes. Hence, [42, 54] select the GZSL
hyperparameters directly on the (unseen) test classes. Fur-
thermore, the AudioSetZSL dataset is comparatively small;
it uses only 10 test classes as unseen classes. To allow for
evaluation of audio-visual ZSL at larger scale and in a pure
GZSL setting, we propose new benchmarks on three differ-
ent audio-visual video datasets. Our proposed benchmarks
are suitable for both the GZSL and ZSL tasks.

3. Audio-Visual Cross Attention (AVCA)

The goal of audio-visual ZSL from video data is to learn
to recognise videos from unseen classes (U), i.e. classes that
were not seen during training. In the GZSL setting, the test
set contains not only samples from unseen classes, but also
from seen classes (S). This makes GZSL more challenging
and more closely aligned with real-world learning tasks.

More formally, we denote the training set consisting only
of samples from seen classes by S = (vsi , a

s
i , y

s
i )i∈{1,··· ,N},

where vsi , a
s
i are visual and audio features respectively, ysi is

the corresponding ground-truth class j, and N is the num-
ber of samples in the training set. We refer to the class-level
text embedding for class j as ws

j . The goal is to learn a
function h : (vsi , a

s
i ) 7→ ws

j which can then also be applied
to samples from unseen classes h(vui , a

u
i ) = wu

j , where
(vuj , a

u
j , y

u
j ) ∈ U for the set of test samples from unseen

classes U = (vui , a
u
i , y

u
i )i∈{1,··· ,M} with M samples.

3.1. Model Architecture

Our AVCA model architecture is visualised in Fig. 2. For
easier readability, we dropped the subscripts i, j, indicating
the i-th dataset sample and the ground-truth class j.

AVCA takes audio and visual features a, v ∈ Rkinput

as inputs which are extracted using pretrained feature ex-
tractors. Those are passed through two different encoder
blocks Aenc and Venc for the audio and visual modality re-
spectively, giving embeddings

Aenc(a) = ϕa and Venc(v) = ϕv (1)

with ϕa, ϕv ∈ Rkf . The encoder blocks each consist of
a sequence of two linear layers fm

1 , fm
2 for m ∈ {a, v},

where fm
1 : Rkinput → Rkfhidd and fm

2 : Rkfhidd → Rkf .
fm
1 , fm

2 are each followed by batch normalisation [33], a
ReLU [48], and dropout [63] with dropout rate renc.
Cross-attention block. We propose to use a cross-attention
block to share information between the audio and visual
representations ϕa and ϕv . It consists of a multi-head self-
attention layer, followed by a fully-connected feed-forward
block. Similar to [71], we use a residual connection for the
two layers, followed by layer normalisation [11].

The feed-forward blocks for the audio and visual branch
each consist of a linear projection layer fm

3 : Rkf →
Rkattnhidd for m ∈ {a, v}, followed by GELU [32], dropout
with dropout rate of renc, another linear projection layer
fm
4 : Rkattnhidd → Rkf for m ∈ {a, v} and finally a

dropout with dropout rate of renc. The outputs of the cross-
attention block are ϕatt

a , ϕatt
v ∈ Rkf .
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A residual connection around the cross-attention block
and subsequent projection blocks Aproj and Vproj give

Aproj(ϕ
att
a + ϕa) = θa and Vproj(ϕ

att
v + ϕv) = θv, (2)

where θa, θv ∈ Rkproj . The projection blocks each consist
of a sequence of two linear layers fm

5 and fm
6 for m ∈

{a, v}, where fm
5 : Rkf → Rkfhidd and fm

6 : Rkfhidd →
Rkproj . fm

5 , fm
6 are each followed by batch normalisation,

a ReLU, and dropout with dropout rate rproj .
Furthermore, the word2vec class label embeddings

wj for class j are passed through the projection block
Wproj(w

j) = θjw, where θjw ∈ Rkproj (in Fig. 2 shown
without the superscript j). Wproj consists of a sequence of
one linear projection layer, batch normalisation, ReLU, and
dropout with dropout rate rdec.

At test time, class predictions c are obtained by deter-
mining the class c that corresponds to the textual class label
embedding that is closest to the multi-modal representation
θv (in our experiments we found that using θa gave slightly
weaker results):

c = argmin
j

(∥θjw − θv∥2). (3)

3.2. Loss Functions

We train our AVCA model using a loss function l con-
sisting of a base triplet loss lt, a composite triplet and re-
construction loss lc, and a regularisation loss lr:

l = lt + lc + lr. (4)

We use the triplet loss function t(a, p, n) = max(∥a −
p∥2−∥a−n∥2+µ), where a is the anchor embedding, p and
n are embeddings for positive samples and negative samples
respectively, and µ is the margin hyperparameter. For triplet
losses, we use the superscript + to denote positive samples
that match the anchor and − for negative samples that do
not semantically match the anchor. For all other losses, we
only use matching pairs.
Base triplet loss. In our base triplet loss lt:

lt = t(θ+a , θ
+
w , θ

−
a ) + t(θ+v , θ

+
w , θ

−
v )

+t(θ+w , θ
+
a , θ

−
w ) + t(θ+w , θ

+
v , θ

−
w ),

(5)

where θ+m and θ−m correspond to positive and negative sam-
ples respectively for m ∈ {a, v, w}, ensuring that the pro-
jected visual and audio features θv and θa are aligned with
the projected textual features θw. This is essential, since at
test time, the proximity of θv (which, despite being the out-
put of the visual branch of AVCA, is a multi-modal embed-
ding containing both audio and visual information) to θw
for different classes is used to determine the output class.

Composite triplet and reconstruction loss. Inspired by
[42], we additionally use a composite triplet and reconstruc-
tion loss and explain its components in more detail below:

lc = lrec + lct + lw. (6)

We use a decoder D : Rkproj 7→ Rkw2v , such that D(θm) =
ρm for m ∈ {a, v, w}. D consists of a sequence of
one linear projection layer, batch normalisation, a ReLU,
and dropout with dropout rate rdec. We employ the mean
squared error metric d(b, c) = 1

n

∑n
i=1(bi − ci)

2. The re-
construction loss lrec can then be written as:

lrec = d(ρa, w) + d(ρv, w) + d(ρw, w). (7)

This ensures that AVCA is able to decode the pre-extracted
textual label embeddings w from the embeddings θa, θv, θw.
The triplet loss lct is defined as follows:

lct = t(ρ+w , ρ
+
a , ρ

−
a ) + t(ρ+w , ρ

+
v , ρ

−
v ), (8)

where ρ+ and ρ− correspond to positive and negative exam-
ples respectively. lct further encourages the decoded audio
and visual features ρa, ρv to be aligned with the textual fea-
tures ρw that were obtained using the same decoder (with
shared weights). The third component lw of lc is similar to
the base triplet loss in Eq. (5) and compares the audio and
visual embeddings θa, θv to θw:

lw = t(θ+w , θ
+
a , θ

−
a ) + t(θ+w , θ

+
v , θ

−
v )

t(θ+a , θ
+
w , θ

−
w ) + t(θ+v , θ

+
w , θ

−
w ).

(9)

Regularisation loss. The final component of our loss l
consists of regularisation loss terms which directly encour-
age the alignment of the audio and visual embeddings with
the text embeddings while preserving the information from
their respective input modality. For this, we add two recon-
struction blocks Arec and Vrec, such that ϕrec

a = Arec(θa)
and ϕrec

v = Vrec(θv), ϕrec
a , ϕrec

v ∈ Rkf . Arec and Vrec

each consist of a linear projection layer followed by batch
normalisation, ReLU, and dropout with dropout rate rdec:

lr = d(ϕrec
v , ϕv) + d(ϕrec

a , ϕa)

+d(θv, θw) + d(θa, θw).
(10)

4. Experiments
We apply our AVCA model to audio-visual GZSL and

ZSL for video classification. In this section, we first de-
scribe our proposed benchmark (Section 4.1). We discuss
implementation details (Section 4.2), and then ablate the
choice of different model components and loss functions
(Section 4.5). Finally, we compare AVCA to state-of-the-
art baseline methods for (G)ZSL (Section 4.3), and provide
a detailed qualitative analysis of the learnt multi-modal em-
beddings (Section 4.4).
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Dataset # classes # videos
all tr / v(U) / ts(U) tr v (S) v (U) ts (S) ts (U)

VGGSound-GZSL 276 138 / 69 / 69 70351 7817 3102 9032 3450
UCF-GZSL 51 30 / 12 / 9 3174 353 1467 555 1267
ActivityNet-GZSL 200 99 / 51 / 50 9204 1023 4307 1615 4199

Table 1. Statistics for our VGGSound, UCF, and ActivityNet
(G)ZSL datasets, showing the number (#) of classes and videos
in our splits (tr: train, v: validation, ts: test; S: seen, U: unseen).

4.1. Audio-Visual GZSL Benchmark

In this section, we propose three benchmark datasets
for audio-visual GZSL curated from the VGGSound [18],
UCF101 [62], and ActivityNet [25] datasets (summarised
in Table 1)1, and introduce our training and evaluation pro-
tocol.
Dataset statistics. For our proposed audio-visual GZSL
splits, we include classes contained in the Sports1M [35]
dataset only in our seen subsets to allow the use of feature
extractors pretrained on Sports1M without leakage of infor-
mation to unseen classes.

Our GZSL splits for the three datasets consist of a train-
ing set (tr), a validation set which is divided into a subset
with samples from seen classes (v(S)) and another one with
unseen classes (v(U)). Finally, we provide a test set consist-
ing of seen classes (ts(S)) and unseen classes (ts(U)). The
training set and the seen validation subset share the same
classes with a ratio of 0.9/0.1 with respect to the number of
videos. The subsets {tr ∪ v(U) ∪ v(S)} and ts(S) share the
same classes and were split to have a ratio of 0.9/0.1 with
respect to the number of videos.
VGGSound [18] is a large audio-visual dataset with 309
classes and over 200k videos. The videos can be grouped
into the 9 categories animals, home, music, nature, peo-
ple, sports, tools, vehicle, and others. For our VGGSound-
GZSL split, we exclude videos from the others category
and all samples from v(U) and ts(U) that were used to train
SeLaVi [9], resulting in 93,752 videos in 276 classes. The
42 classes that overlap with the Sports1M dataset are only
used as training classes for GZSL.
UCF101 [62] is a video action recognition dataset which
consists of over 13k videos in 101 classes. We use the
subset of UCF101 which contains audio information. This
results in a total of 6,816 videos for 51 classes. Previous
(visual-only) methods repeatedly split the dataset into ran-
dom seen and unseen classes. The 30 classes contained in
the Sports1M dataset are not selected as unseen classes.
ActivityNet [25] is an action recognition dataset with 20k
videos in 200 classes of varying duration. Again, we
propose the ActivityNet-GZSL split ensuring that the 99

1VGGSound is covered by a Creative Commons license: https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, ActivityNet
by the MIT license: https://github.com/activitynet/
ActivityNet/blob/master/LICENSE.

classes contained in the Sports1M dataset are not selected
as unseen classes.
Training and evaluation protocol. We introduce a unified
training and evaluation protocol for our GZSL benchmarks.
We follow this protocol to train and test all models, includ-
ing AVCA and the baselines that we compare to.

We propose a two-stage training and evaluation proto-
col for GZSL. In the first stage, we train the models on the
training set (tr), using the subsets of seen validation classes
(v(S)) and unseen validation classes (v(U)) to determine the
GZSL parameters, for instance for calibrated stacking [15].

In the second training stage, we re-train the models on
the training (tr) and full validation set {v(S) ∪ v(U)} us-
ing the GZSL parameters determined during the first train-
ing stage. Our final models are then evaluated on the test
set {ts(S) ∪ ts(U)}. ts(S) contains samples from the same
classes as the training classes with no overlap between train-
ing samples for the second stage and the test samples. In
particular, there is no class overlap between v(U) and ts(U).
Evaluation metrics. Following [75], we propose to eval-
uate all models using the mean class accuracy. For GZSL,
we evaluate the models on the full test set {ts(S) ∪ ts(U)},
and report the averaged performance on the unseen (U) and
seen (S) classes. Furthermore, we compute their harmonic
mean HM = 2US

U+S . We report the ZSL performance by
evaluating only on the subset ts(U).

4.2. Experimental Setting

For each video, we use the self-supervised SeLaVi [9]
framework pretrained on VGGSound [18] to extract au-
dio and visual features for each second in a video. In our
VGGSound-GZSL split, there is no overlap between videos
in the unseen test and unseen validation sets and videos that
were used for pre-training SeLaVi. We average the per-
second features extracted using SeLaVi prior to the two-
layer MLP heads to obtain 512-dimensional per-video au-
dio and visual features. We provide additional results for
using features extracted from audio and video classification
networks in the supplementary material.

All networks were optimised for GZSL performance
(HM) and we do not train separate networks for GZSL and
ZSL. The training for the first stage was done for 50 epochs.
We selected the number of training epochs for the second
stage based on the GZSL performance on the validation set
in the first stage. To eliminate the bias that the ZSL meth-
ods have towards seen classes, we used calibrated stack-
ing [15] on the interval [0, 3] with a step size of 0.2. For
AVCA, kinput was set to 512 and the size of the word2vec
embedding, kw2v , was set to 300. We used dropout rates
rdec/renc/rproj of 0.5/0.2/0.3 for UCF-GZSL, 0.1/0.2/0.2
for Activity-GZSL, and 0.1/0/0 for VGGSound-GZSL. The
layer dimensions were set to kf = 300, kfhidd = 512,
kattnhidd = 64, and kproj = 64. We used 3 heads for
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Method type Model VGGSound-GZSL UCF-GZSL ActivityNet-GZSL
S U HM ZSL S U HM ZSL S U HM ZSL

ZSL

ALE [5] 0.28 5.48 0.53 5.48 57.59 14.89 23.66 16.32 2.63 7.87 3.94 7.90
SJE [6] 48.33 1.10 2.15 4.06 63.10 16.77 26.50 18.93 4.61 7.04 5.57 7.08
DEVISE [26] 36.22 1.07 2.08 5.59 55.59 14.94 23.56 16.09 3.45 8.53 4.91 8.53
APN [82] 7.48 3.88 5.11 4.49 28.46 16.16 20.61 16.44 9.84 5.76 7.27 6.34
f-VAEGAN-D2 [77] 12.77 0.95 1.77 1.91 17.29 8.47 11.37 11.11 4.36 2.14 2.87 2.40

Audio-visual
CJME [54] 8.69 4.78 6.17 5.16 26.04 8.21 12.48 8.29 5.55 4.75 5.12 5.84

ZSL
AVGZSLNet [42] 18.05 3.48 5.83 5.28 52.52 10.90 18.05 13.65 8.93 5.04 6.44 5.40
AVCA 14.90 4.00 6.31 6.00 51.53 18.43 27.15 20.01 24.86 8.02 12.13 9.13

Table 2. Evaluating our AVCA model and state-of-the-art audio-visual ZSL methods and adapted ZSL methods for GZSL and ZSL on the
VGGSound, UCF, and ActivityNet (G)ZSL benchmarks. We report the mean class accuracy on the seen (S) and unseen (U) test classes,
and their harmonic mean (HM) for GZSL performance. The ZSL performance is evaluated on the test subset from unseen classes.

self-attention. The loss margin hyperparameter, µ, was
set to 1. We used a batchsize of 256 for UCF-GZSL and
ActivityNet-GZSL, and 64 for VGGSound-GZSL. We used
the Adam optimiser [37] with an initial learning rate of
0.001 which was reduced by a factor of 0.1 when the GZSL
performance plateaued with a patience of 3 epochs.

4.3. Comparing with the State of the Art

Compared methods. In our benchmark study, we include
four image-based state-of-the-art methods and one gener-
ative method for (G)ZSL which we adapt to take audio-
visual features as inputs. For this, we concatenate the audio
and visual features and use those as inputs instead of image
features. Moreover, we compare to current state-of-the-art
methods for audio-visual GZSL [42,54]. Here, we describe
each of the methods that we compare to in more detail.

ALE [5] learns a linear mapping between the input fea-
tures and the ground-truth embeddings, such that the pro-
jection of the input features is close to the ground-truth
embedding for the corresponding class. For this, it uses
a weighted approximate ranking objective [69]. SJE [6]
computes the dot product between linearly mapped input
features and the ground-truth embedding of all negative
classes. The highest dot product for each example is cho-
sen and then minimised. DEVISE [26] also computes the
dot product between the output of a linear projection and
the negative class embeddings and it minimises the sum of
these dot products. APN [82] is the current non-generative
state-of-the-art method for image-based ZSL. APN is based
on the assumption that the ground-truth embeddings con-
tain visual class attributes. Prototypes are used to map the
attributes from the ground-truth embeddings to relevant lo-
cations in the image. f-VAEGAN-D2 [77] is a genera-
tive ZSL method which learns to generate synthetic fea-
tures for unseen classes. Then, a classifier is trained on real
examples from seen classes and synthetic examples from

unseen classes. CJME [54] proposed the task of audio-
visual GZSL for video classification on the AudioSetZSL
dataset. It embeds audio, video and text into a joint embed-
ding space and uses proximity in the embedding space to se-
lect the classification output at test time. AVGZSLNet [42]
builds on [54] and is the current state-of-the-art method for
audio-visual GZSL for video classification. One of the main
strengths of this method is its use of triplet losses to leverage
information from negative examples.

Results. We compare our AVCA framework to recent meth-
ods for (G)ZSL in Table 2 on the VGGSound-GZSL, UCF-
GZSL, and ActivityNet-GZSL datasets. AVCA obtains the
best results on all three datasets. On VGGSound-GZSL,
AVCA obtains a HM of 6.31% for GZSL and a ZSL per-
formance of 6.00% compared to 6.17% HM for CJME and
a ZSL performance of 5.59% for DEVISE. On the UCF-
GZSL dataset, our AVCA model outperforms SJE for GZSL
with a performance of 27.15% compared to 26.50%, and we
obtain a stronger ZSL performance of 20.01% compared to
18.93%. On ActivityNet-GZSL, AVCA outperforms APN,
with a GZSL performance of 12.13% compared to 7.27%.
For ZSL, AVCA is stronger than DEVISE with a score of
9.13% compared to 8.53%. It can be observed that in some
cases U is higher than S. This is due to the use of calibrated
stacking [15] as described in [44].

4.4. Qualitative Results

We present a qualitative analysis of the learnt multi-
modal embeddings in Fig. 3. The t-SNE visualisations [70]
for a subset of ActivityNet-GZSL classes show the dif-
ferences between the audio and visual input features and
the learnt multi-modal embeddings. We provide additional
qualitative results for VGGSound-GZSL and UCF-GZSL in
the supplementary material. It can be seen in Fig. 3a that the
input audio features are not as well-separated and clustered
as the visual features shown in Fig. 3b. However, the vi-
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(a) Input audio embeddings (b) Input visual embeddings (c) Learnt audio-visual embeddings

Figure 3. t-SNE visualisation for three seen (scuba diving, playing congas, wakeboarding) and two unseen (camel ride, making a cake)
test classes from ActivityNet-GZSL, showing embeddings extracted with SeLaVi [9] for (a) audio and (b) visual features. (c) Learnt
audio-visual embeddings of our model. Projected textual class label embeddings are visualised with a cross with black boundary.

Model VGGSound-GZSL UCF-GZSL ActivityNet-GZSL
HM ZSL HM ZSL HM ZSL

Visual branch 4.83 4.06 20.92 14.16 7.53 6.49
Audio branch 3.84 3.83 11.78 10.78 4.19 4.06
AVCA 6.31 6.00 27.15 20.01 12.13 9.13

Table 3. Influence of training AVCA with different modalities
for GZSL and ZSL on the VGGSound-GZSL, UCF-GZSL and
ActivityNet-GZSL datasets measuring the harmonic mean (HM)
for GZSL and the mean class accuracy for ZSL. Using both modal-
ities yields the strongest GZSL and ZSL performances.

sual features also contain classes, such as playing congas
and scuba diving, which are not clustered cleanly. It can
be observed in Fig. 3c that our model produces multi-modal
features that improve over the clustering of the input em-
beddings for both, seen and unseen classes. For instance,
the cluster separation between the seen class playing congas
and the unseen class making a cake improves significantly,
even though the unseen class is not used for training.

4.5. Ablation Analysis

Here, we analyse how different architectural choices and
loss components for AVCA impact the performances on
VGGSound-GZSL, ActivityNet-GZSL, and UCF-GZSL.
Evaluating different modalities. In Table 3, we compare
our multi-modal AVCA model to training our architecture
with only unimodal inputs. In this case, we remove the
cross-modal attention block and train each unimodal branch
in isolation. The visual branch obtains a better performance
than the audio branch with a GZSL performance (HM) of
7.53% vs. 4.19% on the ActivityNet-GZSL dataset. A sim-
ilar pattern can be observed for the ZSL performance with
6.49% vs. 4.06% for the visual and audio branch respec-
tively. This trend is also exhibited on the UCF-GZSL and
VGGSound-GZSL datasets, suggesting that the visual input
features provide richer information about the video content
than the audio inputs. Nevertheless, jointly training AVCA
with both input modalities gives significant improvements
over using each of them individually with a GZSL perfor-
mance of 12.13% and a ZSL performance of 9.13% on the

Model VGGSound-GZSL UCF-GZSL ActivityNet-GZSL
HM ZSL HM ZSL HM ZSL

W/o x-att 6.02 4.81 26.82 18.37 6.50 5.64
Visual with x-att 6.63 4.78 27.11 17.22 9.50 6.89
Audio with x-att 4.93 5.01 18.61 16.05 11.05 8.78
AVCA 6.31 6.00 27.15 20.01 12.13 9.13

Table 4. Using different components of AVCA for GZSL and ZSL
on VGGSound-GZSL, UCF-GZSL and ActivityNet-GZSL. Audio
(Visual) with x-att uses the visual (audio) modality only for the
cross-attention. W/o x-att optimises each branch in isolation and
their output predictions are averaged. x-att denotes cross-attention.

ActivityNet-GZSL dataset. This confirms that the comple-
mentary information from the audio and visual inputs is
highly beneficial for GZSL and ZSL for video classifica-
tion. We provide the S/U performances for Table 3 in the
supplementary material.

Evaluating the cross-modal attention block. Next, we in-
vestigate the effect of using our cross-modal attention block
in Table 4. To obtain results without using cross-attention
(W/o x-att), each branch is optimised individually. For
evaluation, we compute the distances between the outputs
of both branches and θw for each class, and then average
the distances computed by both branches. The GZSL and
ZSL performances drop dramatically when not using the
cross-attention block from 12.13% and 9.13% for AVCA
to 6.50% and 5.64% for GZSL and ZSL scores respectively
on the ActivityNet-GZSL dataset. The pattern is similar for
VGGSound-GZSL and UCF-GZSL, confirming the impor-
tance of our cross-modal attention block for sharing infor-
mation between the input modalities.

Furthermore, we compare optimising our full AVCA
model to using only the visual (Visual with x-att) or only
the audio branch (Audio with x-att) for training. Using
only the visual branch entails removing Arec and Aproj

along with their associated losses from the audio branch
but keeping the cross-attention. This experiment is re-
peated for the audio branch by removing the correspond-
ing components from the visual branch. Jointly optimis-
ing both branches provides better results than using only
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Model output VGGSound-GZSL UCF-GZSL ActivityNet-GZSL
HM ZSL HM ZSL HM ZSL

AVCA (θa) 5.18 4.87 25.98 18.25 12.54 9.23
AVCA (θv) 6.31 6.00 27.15 20.01 12.13 9.13
AVCA (θa, θv) 5.90 5.42 25.78 19.30 12.17 8.95
AVCA (min(θa, θv)) 6.10 5.36 25.86 18.39 12.45 9.08

Table 5. Influence of using the outputs of the audio and visual
branches θa and θv separately, or using both jointly (θa, θv) for
evaluation on VGGSound-GZSL, UCF-GZSL and ActivityNet-
GZSL. All models were trained with θa and θv .

one of the branches on ActivityNet-GZSL and UCF-GZSL.
On ActivityNet-GZSL, we obtain a GZSL performances of
12.13% compared to 11.05% and 9.50% for using only the
audio and visual branches respectively. Interestingly, for
the VGGSound-GZSL dataset, the Visual with x-att model
yields a slightly stronger GZSL performance than our full
AVCA model, with a HM of 6.63% compared to 6.31%.
This is in line with the Audio branch performing worse than
the Visual branch on VGGSound-GZSL (Table 3). How-
ever, the joint optimisation of AVCA gives the best results.

Evaluating different modalities as output. In Table 5, we
investigate the effect of evaluating our full trained AVCA
model using only the output features from the audio (θa)
or the visual (θv) branch, or from both branches together
((θa, θv) and min(θa, θv)). For AVCA(θa, θv), we compute
the distance |θa − θw|2 + |θv − θw|2. AVCA(min(θa, θv))
uses the embedding from the modality that has the smallest
distance to a word embedding. The class corresponding to
the closest text embedding resembles the class prediction.

Using the visual branch gives the strongest perfor-
mance on VGGSound-GZSL/UCF-GZSL with a HM of
6.31%/27.15% vs 5.18%/25.98% for the audio branch. On
ActivityNet-GZSL, the audio branch yields slightly better
results (HM of 12.54% vs. 12.13% for the visual branch).
Both AVCA(θa, θv) and AVCA(min(θa, θv)) obtain lower
scores that θv . The best results (highest averaged HM)
across all three datasets are produced when using the visual
branch only. However, as the cross-attention block fuses the
audio and visual modalities, both branches contain multi-
modal information from both input modalities.

Evaluating different loss functions. Finally, we anal-
yse the impact of using different loss functions for train-
ing AVCA on the GZSL and ZSL performance in Table 6.
We observe that using our full loss l provides the strongest
GZSL results (HM) on the UCF-GZSL, VGGSound-GZSL,
and ActivityNet-GZSL datasets by a large margin. On
ActivityNet-GZSL, omitting lt for training our model (l−lt)
provides slightly stronger ZSL results than using our full
loss l with a mean class accuracy of 9.54% compared to
9.13%. However, the GZSL performance is significantly
better when using l with a HM of 12.13% compared to
8.39% when using l − lt. Our loss ablations confirm that

Model VGGSound-GZSL UCF-GZSL ActivityNet-GZSL
HM ZSL HM ZSL HM ZSL

l-lt 5.06 4.84 18.51 19.17 8.39 9.54
l-lrec 5.92 5.22 24.32 17.20 9.59 6.93
l-lct 6.31 4.87 17.88 17.51 11.20 8.99
l-lw 5.18 4.93 20.75 16.41 9.08 8.00
l-lr 6.24 4.43 21.31 14.02 11.14 7.94
l 6.31 6.00 27.15 20.01 12.13 9.13

Table 6. Comparing training AVCA with our full loss function l
to removing individual components lt, lrec, lct, lw, or lr , on
the GZSL and ZSL performance on the VGGSound-GZSL, UCF-
GZSL and ActivityNet-GZSL datasets.

our strong overall performance on all three datasets is only
obtained when training with our full proposed loss function.

4.6. Limitations and Discussion

Our proposed GZSL benchmark datasets pose an ex-
tremely challenging setting, since the underlying datasets
span a wide variety of classes (e.g. including wakeboarding
and making a cake for the ActivityNet dataset). Our AVCA
leverages the varied audio-visual input information effec-
tively, resulting in more robust GZSL performance than the
related methods. However, AVCA uses temporally aver-
aged audio-visual input information, and hence does not
consider fine semantic details. Furthermore, our model re-
lies on multi-modal input data and cannot be used when
only one modality is available.

5. Conclusion
We introduced three new benchmarks for audio-visual

(generalised) zero-shot learning for video classification on
the VGGSound, UCF, and ActivityNet datasets. We pro-
posed a framework for (G)ZSL from audio-visual data
which learns to align the audio-visual embeddings with tex-
tual label embeddings. Furthermore, we provided baseline
performances for seven (G)ZSL methods, and show that our
model outperforms them for GZSL and ZSL on our new
benchmarks. Finally, we provided a qualitative analysis
of the learnt multi-modal embeddings. We hope that our
proposed benchmarks will enable and encourage further re-
search into audio-visual zero-shot learning.
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